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Our Vision 
Why we do it

We believe that Digitalization, AI and Cloud solutions are 
disrupting every business. 

We support organizations in their quest to leverage innovation to 
grow their business and survive

 



Our Strategy 
How we do it

We are an R&D company with a proven method to leverage 
assets in the digital economy

We work on IPs (customer’s or proprietary) with AI, cloud, SAAS, 
best of breed software technologies, hybrid infrastructures



We support startup and 
scale-ups in their 

platform creation and 
product validation

We create our own 
products based on market 

and customer needs. 
After market validation we 

spin the asset off

We support medium sized 
companies to create their 
innovation roadmap and 

we help them 
implementing it

Startup Garage Startup Studio Corporate Innovation> >
Our Approach 
What we do



Our Values

We are organized and we refer 
to frameworks to grow.

Think big, start small.
We build solutions that solve problems 

(no custom and no tech 
implementations per se).

We love what we do.
We are the first users of our 
products.

We put ourselves in X' shoes
(our colleagues, our customers, our 
ecosystem partners, the rest of the 
world).

Empathy

Love for what we do

Replicable Value

Organization



Business Design 

Our Methodology



Our Approach

We put ourselves in X' shoes
(our colleagues, our customers, our 
ecosystem partners, the rest of the world).

B
usiness D

esign

Discover Define Develop Deliver

1 2 3 4 5

MLP*Starting 
Point

Hypothesis 
of the 

solution

*MLP: Minimum LOVABLE Product 



Discover

We put ourselves in X' shoes
(our colleagues, our customers, our 
ecosystem partners, the rest of the world).

B
usiness D

esign

Studying the status quo, customers and their actual needs, ripping the brief to properly understand its meaning.

Meeting the client

● Starting idea
● Competitors
● Similar 

Businesses

● Benchmarking / Competitor 
Analysis

● Brainstorming and Mapping
● Business Model Canvas, or at 

least Channels, Customer 
Segments, Customer 
Relationships, Value Proposition

● Survey

● Is the project feasible?
● Where the product/service 

is positioned in the market?
● User’s needs per segments
● Which are the costs of the 

project?

Methods OutcomesPrerequisites



Define

We put ourselves in X' shoes
(our colleagues, our customers, our 
ecosystem partners, the rest of the world).

B
usiness D

esign

Defining the problem.

Methods OutcomesPrerequisites

● Knowledge of the 
existing solutions in 
the related field

● Market positioning
● User’s needs

● Brainstorming and Mapping
● Customer personas and 

comparison; if possible between 2 
and 4

● Customer problem statement
● Customer journey (low and high 

definition) / Experience Journey
● Service blueprint

● General features of the 
product/service

● Solution to the user’s needs
● Touchpoints
● Stakeholders of the 

product/service



Develop

We put ourselves in X' shoes
(our colleagues, our customers, our 
ecosystem partners, the rest of the world).

B
usiness D

esign

Digging multiple solutions.

Methods OutcomesPrerequisites

● Main features of the 
product/service

● Touchpoints
● User’s needs
● Stakeholders

● Rough sketches and wireframes
● Interaction flow definition
● Design and structural 

benchmarking 

(Work through a process of ideation 
and evaluation until you’re satisfied)

● Components in the main 
parts of the product/service

● User’s interaction with the 
product/service



Deliver

We put ourselves in X' shoes
(our colleagues, our customers, our 
ecosystem partners, the rest of the world).

B
usiness D

esign

Continuous implementation and focus on the most easy problems with the biggest impact for delivering an MVP.

Methods OutcomesPrerequisites

● Sketches and 
wireframes of the UX

● Agile dedicated Teams
● Roadmap (team division)
● User Story Mapping 
● High definition sketches 

implementation
● Test and user flow studies
● Acceptance Criteria writing for 

development

● MLP - Minimum Lovable 
Product



Our technology stack



1 Business Expert
1 PM/Scrum master

2 Designers

Business & PM

1 ML/DL Expert
1 Data Engineer

1 NLP Expert 

AI

1 Head of Engineering
4 FE Developers

4 BE+Cloud Developers
3 Full Stack

Tech

Our A-Team



Our projects 

Portfolio



Aqua
Development of platform for water 
treatment plants

Problem Solution Benefits

Technologies

Digitiamo has provided 
designers, frontend and 
backend developers.

The team created a mobile 
web application to install and 
control their smart products 
and to manage the entire 
network of people working 
with them: installers, suppliers 
and maintainers.

Improve and facilitate 
maintenance

Aqua is a company that 
deals with water treatment 
in different areas such as 
swimming pools and/ or 
aqueducts. 

The company needed to 
create an application to 
manage their devices by 
creating a network between 
their employees and 
customers.

Hapi.js x Node.js, PotgreSQL su Amazon RDS, 
Container K8s, AWS SES, AWS SNS - React

Real-time notifications

Centralized IOT Devices control



WagWan
Sviluppo App Nativa

Problema Soluzione Benefici

Tecnologie

L’app permette ai clienti dei 
locali registrati di esplorare e 
mettersi in contatto con le 
persone aperte a nuove 
conoscenze, nel locale e nella 
serata frequentata. 
Tramite un QR code si può 
accedere alla stanza virtuale, 
conoscere persone affini alla 
tua personalità e preferenze, 
e fare un “match” che poi 
porta all’inizio di una 
conversazione digitale e/o in 
presenza.

Incentivare la socializzazione
WagWan vuole risolvere il 
problema della 
socializzazione ed utilizzare la 
tecnologia come intermezzo 
di comunicazione non 
esclusivamente digitale, ma 
agevolare gli incontri di 
persona.

Backend: Hapi.js x Node.js, PotgreSQL su Amazon RDS, Container Docker, AWS SES, AWS SNS
App Nativa: React native, AWS Amplify ( AppSync + DynamoDB)
Frontend admin: React

Pubblicità fornita dal locale 
registrato

Creazione di un network



Flashy
Booking service platform
Matching Algorithm

Problem Solution Benefits

Thanks to the Business 
Design methodology, design 
and user experience were 
outlined as the first step 
towards a complete 
development of the platform.

Release of a first MLP. Currently 
being onboarding customers 
and photographers.

Technologies

Platform for booking photo 
shoots with freelancer from 
different sectors. 

The platform aims to organize 
photo shooting and uses 
matching algorithms 
between customers and 
photographers.

Vue.js, Quasar, Docker (Frontend)
Hapi.js su Node, Postgresql, Docker (Backend)

https://www.flashy.ae/


Lobster
Natural Language Processing
Machine Learning

Problem Solution Benefits

The team of designers and 
frontend developers worked 
together to develop the new 
platform including the 
features designed and a 
better user experience.
 
Data Scientist solved the 
basic problems, optimizing 
the model based on filters 
and search models.

Technologies

Lobster is a media 
marketplace that, through 
the link to social media, 
allows users to sell their 
multimedia content (photos 
and videos).

The goal was to redesign the 
platform and leverage AI to 
optimize content offerings.

Ruby on rails con pattern MWC;
Elastichsearch; Redis.

Fix the platform for its 
basic functionality

UX redefinition and new 
features for version 1.5

Re-design and development 
(2.0 version)

https://lobster.media/


Ai Know You
Natural Language Processing, 
Clustering, Script Adarence, Machine 
Learning

Problem Solution Benefits

There are company who have 
to faced different manual 
problem in Customer Service 
field. Some company don’t 
know how to make 
information more accessible 
for their customers. And in 
other cases contact center 
agents struggle to handle a 
lot of conversations at the 
same time and the company 
spend too much time on 
training new agents.

Technologies

AIKnowYou is an AI system 
that listens to your 
customers, understands 
what they think of your 
products and services and 
creates a knowledge base 
continuously enhancing 
human creativity.

With this knowledge base, you 
can build data-driven Next 
Business Action strategies.

Vue.js, Docker, Hapi.js (Fro
FastAPI, Kafka, Docker, Python (AI microservices)
K8s

Reduced conversation 
duration (-91%) and reduced 
customer service costs 
(-50%)

Increased customer 
satisfaction (+42%)

Increased efficiency and 
productivity (+25%)



Zulla
Natural Language Understanding and 
Generation 

Problem Solution Benefits

Margins on the publishing 
market are shrinking.
The lead time for producing 
quality content is becoming 
shorter and shorter.
Need to share the news on 
multiple media and 
languages simultaneously.

The ROI is lower and many 
players are facing times of 
crisis having to continue to 
create quality content in 
greater quantities.

Technologies

Zulla is a tool that includes a 
series of useful templates for 
multilingual text generation, 
from editorial article to social 
post. The generated text is 
SEO optimized and can 
guarantee a writing style 
conforming to that of the 
user. You can also customize 
the tone of voice based on 
your audience.

Vue.js (Frontend), Node.js (Backend), GTP-3 (AI),
K8s

Customizable tool according 
to the company’s generation 
needs

Increase companies' competitive 
advantage in delivering content

Reduced production costs and 
content delivery times

https://www.zulla.it/


CentroStyle
System Development of Churn 
Prediction 

Problem Solution Benefits

Digitiamo supports 
e-commerce in developing a 
platform and a  model that 
predicts when the customer 
should make the next order or 
could order more products. 

If the customer has not 
already done so, the 
merchant is notified and 
proceeds through customer 
retention activities.

Decrease in the customer Churn

Technologies

Centrostyle is an 
e-commerce of eyesight 
products. They wanted to 
change the way their 
salespersons work

Some customers could churn  
on specific product 
categories and Centrostyle 
salespeople do not have this 
information at hand. The 
commercial, therefore, do not 
make reactive customer 
retention activities.

Python, Sklearn, Docker, Fastapi, Pandas

Increased customer & profits for 
Centrostyle



Carrefour
Stock Management and 
Forecasting

Problem Solution Benefits

We’ve designed the process, 
the UI and developed the 
solution to let the 
E-commerce managers to 
optimize the stock resources. 
Through this platform we 
provide a stock forecast and 
let the e-commerce 
managers to predict the 
stock need.
We’re able to predict the 
stock needs and 
automatically order products.

Less stock break, more product 
coverage

Less time spent by managers to 
manage their stock

Less costs, less waste

Technologies

The leader company in the 
food sector has encountered 
difficulties in managing 
volumes related to the 
e-commerce warehouse 
service, in particular in 
controlling and re-ordering 
goods for the warehouse.

He was looking for a solution 
that could facilitate 
warehouse operators.

Python, Streamlit,
+ strumenti di Time Series Forecasting

https://www.carrefour.it/


Orteat
Order Manager

Problem Solution Benefits

Digitiamo has designed and 
implemented an Order 
Management System (OMS) 
for the management, 
processing, cancellation and 
blockchain tracking of orders 
registered by Shopify.

Thanks to AI, the OMS 
platform enables faster and 
more efficient 
communication between 
Orteat and the 
manufacturers it relies on.

Technologies

Orteat is an organic fruit and 
vegetable e-commerce on 
the Shopify platform. 

Their problem was related to 
the not effective 
communication in the 
management of the orders 
with the suppliers and the 
difficulty with the 
e-commerce structure. 

Scalable new digital order 
process

Robot Process Automation

Better Communication

Vue.js, Docker (Frontend)
Hapi.js, Docker, Graphql (Backend)
+ Integrazione Blockchain

http://www.orteat.com


Lokky
Smart Pricing Algorithm

Problem Solution Benefits

The Digitiamo Data Scientist 
team has developed a 
predictor with a Smart 
Pricing model that is based 
on user behavior and profile.

The algorithm identifies the 
right resale price of the 
services offered.

Best price -> more conversions

More customer comprehension

Technologies

Lokky is an independent 
insurance broker and, as 
such, can offer you the best 
insurance solution.

His goal was to find a system 
capable of offering 
micro-businesses and 
freelancers a 100% 
personalized and 100% digital 
policy.

Hapi js, Postgres db, Docker, AWS, Node 
(Backend)

More revenues



Artknit Studios

Problem Solution Benefits

The solution propose to 
facilitate the communication 
between producers and 
ecommerce administrators. 
A blockchain system has 
been introduced to ensure 
the quality and supply chain 
of the fabrics.

Technologies

Artknit Studios is an 
e-commerce high quality 
clothing made in italy that 
wants to innovate business 
processes to to improve its 
service.
The Order Management 
System that we developed for 
Orteat seems the perfect 
solution for Artknit 
E-commerce.

Vue.js, Docker, Hapi.js, Docker, Graphql
AWS Cloud - K8s + Blockchain IntegrationOrder Manager

Platform scalability and service 
quality

Robot Process Automation - We 
automatised the process decreasing 
costs increasing ROI

Better communication that allows a 
fast management of problems.


